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Create a state of health
New York could set needed example for nation by enacting singlepayer plan
By Temma Ehrenfeld, Commentary  Published 3:33 pm, Saturday, May 6, 2017
ADVERTISEMENT

Could universal coverage in New York — "Medicare for all" in our state — emerge from the national stalemate over health

insurance?

We live in zigzag times. After a Republican, Mitt Romney, installed a conservative plan in Massachusetts, it turned into

"Obamacare." New York, home to President Donald Trump, could be the next state to test a better solution.

The New York Health Act, our single-payer plan, is headed toward passage in the state Assembly for the third year in a row. This

year, it's likely to end up just one vote shy of a majority in the Republican-controlled state Senate.

Down south in Washington, D.C., the U.S. House on Thursday passed mystery legislation this week with implications for us all —

including beneficiaries of employer plans. Trump's tax bill includes a cut on funds for the much-vilified "Obamacare." The U.S.

Senate may try something completely different.

But only pooling risk, which isn't on the D.C. agenda, will dent the underlying problem of medical inflation. Long dismissed as

quixotic, the New York Health Act is in fact our only answer to the head-spinning confusion in Washington, which predictably will

duck by passing costs to the states.

"The cost of health care is a hidden tax in all goods and services in America," says Albany city Treasurer Darius Shahinfar,

estimating that the savings in the New York Health Act would allow cuts in city property tax bills of at least 30 percent.

Americans agree health insurance is a messy time-suck — expensive, restrictive, and, in the words of our president, "complicated."

Uninsured or under-insured New Yorkers land in emergency rooms unnecessarily, go bankrupt, and get sicker and die from lack of

care. The Affordable Care Act helps, yet many people can't pay the bills in their high-deductible plans. Providers respond to unpaid

bills by raising prices, explains insurance executive and physician Edward Anselm. In short, lack of insurance pushes up costs for

everyone.

The New York Health Act would group everyone, old and young, healthy and ailing, into one pool. That would dampen inflation and

cut a huge chunk of administrative expense, too. The Veterans Administration buys pharmaceuticals in bulk at vast discounts. So

could New York. We'd gain much of the estimated one in five dollars that now goes to insurance company overhead and profits.

Other funds would come from progressive state taxes and federal money.
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This is state insurance, something like the system in Canada, not "socialized medicine," or state-run health care. Decisions about

coverage would fall in the hands of government employees, as in Medicare today. But unlike private insurers, Medicare

administrators don't need to make a profit and are politically accountable. Businesses, freed to concentrate on business, could

hire with less concern over benefits.

What happens to people who live here part-time? How will New York respond to future funding cuts and changes from

Washington? Those are easier questions to answer than the troubles we'll face if we don't act decisively.

In California, debate has picked up over a state single-payer bill, as well. The main obstacle in New York is the Republicans who

head the committees that need to allow the bill to come to the floor before it can go to Gov. Andrew Cuomo's desk.

For Cuomo, health insurance would be a chance to shine nationally. After all, Republican voters are worried, too. He and state

lawmakers can show them that New York can get this right. The humane approach is also the practical one. Low costs and

universal coverage are inseparable.

Temma Ehrenfeld, who has health insurance under the Affordable Care Act, covered health insurance at Newsweek for 16 years

and now writes about health. Twitter: @temmaehrenfeld
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